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First off, I would like to thank Josithaa Joseph for the
beautiful cover art! The medium is pencil and pen.
Please go check out her Instagram account,
yours_artfully_joe and show her some support! 

In issue 11 you’ll find celestial, starry haibuns, poignant,
gut-wrenching poetry, and magical prose highlighting
the nostalgia of childhood. Thank you to all the editors
who helped select and edit pieces. You guys are so
amazing and talented!   

A special thanks to all our followers, submitters, and
contributors. Ice Lolly Review wouldn’t be the same
without your support, and we really appreciate
everything you do!  

I hope everyone enjoys issue 11 and stays safe! 

Warmest regards,
Jessica Wang
eic of Ice Lolly Review  
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elegy in paper stars - Poem 
By Kayleigh Sim

i. 回忆: when i was younger we counted stars instead of sheep, traced constellations with our
sleepless eyes & called ourselves stargazers. 回忆: your youthful fingers waltzing with paper,
when i said i wanted to hold the universe in my hand. your twinkling gaze as you called them
福 星, lucky stars. you made me believe that we could stargaze in broad daylight. mused that if
you make a hundred, your wish would come true. i had laughed then, a note brighter than
moonlight, & 回忆: when i was younger i had too many dreams. 

ii. 幻想: i once dreamed of time travel, and you brought me stargazing. mused that when
starlight reaches our eyes, the star has already traveled light years, and we have traveled back
in time. perhaps we had seen too much of the past & traded it for a faded future. & no i never
believed in god but i pray to 三星, spill their names from my lips like rice wine & drunken
breath. & yes my girlhood has long withered like the jasmine beside you, but imagine for a
moment that i am back to the time when i believed in your fairy tales & 幻想: how desperation
kindles naivety like a flame, and from my fingertips: an illumination of paper stars. 

iii. 现实: paper cuts & crimson blood like severed luck: dead night & dusty hospital linens
cloak you like darkness. and it’s not the haunting cadence of your ragged breaths fading to
silence, or the dark strokes of your eyelashes falling like dust. even in your dreamless silence i
still dream of time turning-- if only the stars would gaze back at us. outside the window: 流星
划过 & i blink it away like a tear. 现实: if you live long enough you realize that wishes are just
white lies. & now, i will never stargaze.

translations: 

福星- lucky stars 

回忆- memory 

幻想- illusion 

三星- in Chinese culture, the three gods of fortune, prosperity, and longevity.
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现实- reality 

流星划过- a shooting star passes by

Kayleigh Sim is a Southeast Asian writer living in San Diego, California, and is currently an
Executive Editor for Polyphony Lit. Kayleigh is a 17 year old high school senior and will
graduate in 2022. Her work has been published or is forthcoming in Interstellar Lit, Aster Lit,
The Global Youth Review, Clandestine Lit, The Augment Review, warning lines mag, Pollux
Journal, and elsewhere. She tweets @kayleighsim_ .
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Deep End - Poem
By E.J. Carnegie

Hold my hand. Dance with me in the deep end. We spin in circles and sway where only you
can reach the air. I tiptoe to you. I barely hear you hum around the water in my ears. I can’t
feel my lungs. All I need to feel is your hand on my hip and your pulse where mine lacks.

E.J. Carnegie (they/them) is a seventeen-year-old poet and author from Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania. Aside from being a high school senior and full time barista, E.J. is a poetry
editor for Ink Sounds and has work in The Weight Journal, Celestite Poetry, and others. Find
more of them on Twitter, @ejcarnegie13.
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on a trail following the ouzel river - Poem
By Makenna Dykstra 

i don’t know how i know but the trees are laughing and spinning with the sun in a waltz and
sometimes i imagine trees must be the only truly selfless creatures left and dirt must be the most
forgiving which must make me the most selfish which is to say the most human

which is why when i come close into the cracks where it smells like butterscotch i imagine i can
stay hidden there forever out of sight of the rain but close enough to lick fallen drops from the
nearby leaves so as to pretend i can taste the heavens
 
the roots of an aspen grove are all connected making the pando aspen grove in utah the largest
living organism known to humankind and after learning this i reached out to touch a scar from
where someone’s pocketknife tattooed a misremembered name on the tree’s flesh and i looked
for the whimper or a shudder of a tree a yard upriver, i want them to know, i explained, i wanted
to see if another tree responded for this trees’ touch and i watched in silence as the only
movement was the slow dropping of leaves

from a distance the trees look like television static with their disco ball leaves perched so
delicately on each branch they must be falling in every form: asleep, in love, apart, face-first into
the waters of the creek below where they ignite gravity with the only truth the soul cares to
remember, which must be beauty
 
like a drop of ink spilled on fresh milk each color of leaf demarcates some gasp of death ratified
with the first fractal of sunlight on face for flesh remains unequivocally still or else soon to be so
because the only thing that separates dirt from life is time and time and luck and you may accuse
me of simplifying the matters too heavily but i will maintain
 
breath remains irrelevant excepting only the tree of which it tastes and the leaves it carries to the
earth below

Makenna Dykstra (she/her) is currently a graduate student pursuing an MA in English
Literature at Tulane University in New Orleans. She can often be found on Twitter @makdykstra
or in the local parks, writing, reading, or admiring the oak trees.
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Old Chapel Hill Cemetery? - Poem 
By Sean Beatty

In a field of unbothered snow,
the first steps were always the most 
glorious. My brothers and I would trample 
the fluff underfoot knowing precipitation
would be mangled by our actions. 
Definitely unsightly. Mostly. 
But the ground left loved by our boots.

In Chapel Hill, there is a cemetery full 
of graves with headstones all well 
preserved and restored. Mostly. 
That cemetery was segregated from 1798 
until they stopped adding bodies. 
Those bodies rest in unmarked graves kept 
apart by a brick wall made by enslaved people. 

To be fair, there were a few notable 
exceptions and they even spelled 
their names right. Mostly. 
In the winter when it would snow, 
the disturbed dirt that hinted to 
their disturbing resting place was glossed 
over by beautiful snow. Pleasant. Mostly. 

Sean Beatty is a poet from Raleigh, NC. He graduated from UNC-Chapel Hill where he
completed an Honors Poetry Thesis, and is currently working on a M.S. in Physiology at the
University of Louisville. His poems have been published in Burning Jade Magazine, The Daily
Drunk, Figure 1, and CP Quarterly. Follow him on Twitter @seanw0ww.
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love letter to younger days - Poem
By Livs Sun

crack open the sunset and let dusk slip us between her
maw, hold us there until the katydids come and dance
across our slumbering forms- how many insect wings
do you think it would take to lift you up and carry you
out into the night? two summers ago we crossed our hands and
promised that we would soon look back on this place from
the outside, just like how the moon promised to
watch over tonight when we close our eyes.
but there’s clouds in the sky and the grass on my back 
stains my skin in the shape of all the memories 
we took for granted; whoever said time was on our hands 
failed to consider how easy it is for fluid substances to slip
out from fingernail crevices when no one is paying attention.
i am sure tomorrow we will do this again, one day older yet
with nothing to show for it. for now though
i will lie down next to you and dream about all the 
bridges we could have built instead of burning. your form
holds differently in my mind but at least, in sleep, youth is eternal.

Livs Sun is a 16 year old writer and digital artist based in Northern Virginia. They are a fan of
shrimp, primary colors, and exploring themes of identity and memory in their work. Twitter:
@explodedsun.
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Red Solo Cup - Poem
By A. E. Brown 

I never really wanted to forget,
To fill my mid with rap lyrics and science homework,
But the summer no longer
Comes easy to my mind.
My mother buys red solo cups
And I remember the taste of pink lemonade in June,
Mixed with Pop Rocks and Coke Zero, called bubblegum soda,
Stale candy bars purchased
From the All-Nite Liquor Mart that closes at dusk.
Watering the garden, I remember,
An expanse of dead lawn beneath my feet,
My first glimpse of you
As you stood by the road, clutching red solo cups
Bubblegum soda on your breath when you first said hello.
I never really tried to forget,
To find someone else to hold me,
But the summer’s words
Don’t fill my head in quiet moments.
My brother drives a Ford, so does my best friend,
And I remember the musical cadence of your voice in July
When you promised to borrow your father’s truck
Drive me miles from the freeway,
Lay in the back and breathe in the sun,
Feet up, my nails painted your favorite color.
Watching movies, I remember
Explosions in the sky,
Showering sparks casting your smile in red, white and blue,
When you called me your All-American girl.
I strove to forget, 
To drug myself with enough melatonin to sleep for months,
But last summer’s dreams
Wake me up at night.
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My cousins run to the swimming hole, and I remember,
Creek water dripping from your skin and hair
And understanding how much I wanted you,
When you whispered We’re going to get out of this town.
I knew the two of us could do anything,
And I never thought you would slip through my fingers, nails on your skin
Painted your favorite color.
Brushing my hair, I remember,
How I wore it loose about my shoulders,
Now I wear it in plaits,
The back of my neck, the last place you kissed me,
Burning in the autumn sunlight,
As if I need to destroy the good we had,
Turning a ghost of good things
Into present pain.
I can’t blame you, not for everything.
But I hate to think I was nothing more
Than a red solo cup at a nothing-to-do party
Crushed beneath your Converse sneakers
When you first said hello.

A. E. Brown is a fifteen-year-old high school sophomore from Northern California. She
believes the written word to be a critical part of activism and hopes to use poetry to advocate
for her community in the future. Her work has previously been published in The Weight
Journal. She recently experienced off-roading for the first time, and hopes to experience it in
the future, only next time on purpose. When not writing, she can be found playing with her
guinea pig, climbing Mount Lassen, and hanging around old barns with friends.      
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sugar & shelter - Poem 
By Srishti Pandey 
Previously published in INKSOUNDS 

warm sand / its grains fill the space between my toes / my scorched, bare feet try to sink in
deeper / i wipe away the jalebi bits that stick to my chin / sunshine melody / reddish hue
splashed on my burnt, brown skin / leaves do a little dance / day breeze rushes to makes peace
/ my flowing sundress holds me in a tight embrace, letting go almost immediately / sand grains
lightly cling to every inch of exposed skin / ringing bells of the kulfi cart / time to retreat back
to the sugarcane shade / mum brushes the sand away with the back of her hand / papa wipes
my face with a corner of his cotton shirt / a fearless cuckoo perches on my outstretched hand /
listen child / canary chirps its caution song / ignorance is risk / ignorance is bliss / hide child /
freshly cut grass tickles my arms / my fingers dig in deeper / clutching and uprooting grass /
ground / be electricity - find your ground / honey trickles down the side of my face / amber
beads in soil / cotton balls smudged with tarmac gray paint, pressed together onto a dirty
canvas / glass beads shatter / i am covered with dahlia petals, soil and grass tufts, stray roots /
trees sway, making way for light and rain / sway along / run / i grip mum's and papa's pinkie
finger, they usher me inside, behind them / outside noise is inside music / and my tongue is
permanently stained a milk chocolate brown / coconut trees dancing in the midnight sky / the
moon watching over my parents, watching over me / keep alerts child / don't fall for slumber,
in slumber / chlorine in water / as if the sky painted the water azure too / worry is beneath me /
when water enters my clothes, i wear a radiating dress / how i pity water - it’s never been held
/ turn all poison into saccharine / rise / floating maple leaves / only fear makes one end deep / i
am untouched / truly an island / who am i to leave a castle / but look at the world outside /
listen to the sirens inviting me to the noise / who am i to stay sheltered / i take it for what it is /
i can't have both  

Srishti Pandey (she/her) is 15-years-old and hails from India; a sleep-deprived teenager, with
big dreams. She is a STEM student.. Her work is present/forthcoming in the Ice Lolly Review,
Intersections Mag, Propaganda Panda Mag, Love Letters Mag, Cathartic Youth Lit Mag, Lit
Space Magazine, Chasing Shadows Magazine and INKSOUNDS. You can find her on
instagram: @its.me.srishti and twitter: @srishtipandey_ . 
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On Space - Poem 
By Chloe Cook 

How little dribbles of plum juice
slipped off my chin,
how they leapt for the ground like
pine blinking away rain. 
How the sweetness of it’s a cavity
a       hole       begging for something to stuff it.
How empty sponge craters sit 
ready to soak, absorb.
How sugar and lidocaine steal the attention meant for everything else
how I can hold a black    hole              and call it full
when it’s a tiptoe of all I really wanted. 

Chloe Cook is an undergraduate student attending Northern Kentucky University. She
currently serves as the Editor-in-Chief for the student-run literary magazine, Loch Norse
Magazine. Her work is featured or forthcoming in Haunted Waters Press, Oakland Arts
Review, Sutterville Review, dancing girl press, Stoneboat Literary Journal, and elsewhere. She
is 21 years old and resides in the NKY region. 
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Class of 2021 - Poem
By Katie Proctor 

My body is filled with halogens standing
across from you, in lips fake kissed with
gloss. Maybe you could imagine they’re
swollen, like I’m living my own life and
there’s a lot you don’t know, and it’d be
true if you hadn’t penned a fable right
in front of me and broken the training
wheels with your borrowed black biro.
I could float away, snip the strings and
love and lose, drown you in tequila from
a champagne flute, an imitation of a
dizzy August under ultraviolet light. But
you would exist in the phrases I overuse,
and the poems I shouldn’t write but
I do - I’m proud of them and I know you
would be too, but they’re so close to home
that they’d be better off ashes. I’d kill
them in ceremony, sacrificial and settling
in the ridges in the tiles, on my hands, feet,
I’d say gone and forgotten, and it’d be
the flimsiest eulogy. I wish you’d stay,
wish you’d stick around and read them,
and it wouldn’t be the way it is. Yet I am
helium in the liminal, minimal and pointless
with so much to say and so little chance
to be honest. For the sake of sedation.
You reside in the graveyard of my youth
and sexuality, making a home, and I buried
you but you claw your way out, half-alive,
a mindless reminder and perennial
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permanence. It is customary, a hole in the
ozone. It doesn’t stop.
 

Katie Proctor (they/them) is an 18 year old poet from Yorkshire, England. They write
freeform poetry and prose typically regarding their experience with love, relationships
and mental health. Their debut collection of poetry, Seasons, was published in 2020,
and their sophomore collection A Desire for Disaster will be published later this year,
both by Hedgehog Poetry. They are the editor-in-chief of celestite poetry, a journal of
creative writing and non-fiction. They are currently on a gap year, and will be studying
English and Related Literature at the University of York in 2022. You can find them on
Twitter and Instagram @katiiewrites and online at katiiewrites.carrd.co.
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Life will be - Poem
By Srina Bose

I’m watching love slip through my fingers, 
I’m holding my hands to my ribs, 
I’m waiting and waiting and waiting, 
And it hurts, 
It hurts because I crush roses before they can bloom, 
For the thorns of beauty scare me. 
It hurts because I cry every night and I want you to hear, 
But you never do. 
It hurts because every morning I wake up, and wake up, and wake up—
And slowly, it’s losing meaning. 
It hurts because I’m clinging onto hope, 
The way the last leaf of a tree clings onto its branch. 
It hurts because the mere memory of love, 
And its deathless embrace, 
Is what guides me to my grave. 
 
It hurts because I’m supposed to not have any hope, 
But I do, I do, I do... I still do. 
 
For there is a peace in knowing you have fallen, 
There is solace in sitting at the precipice, 
And waiting to hug the grass below that tells you, 
“You’ve had enough”. 
 
It hurts because I can’t get myself to hate it, 
I can’t get myself to lose hope, 
And it’s killing me that the mere hope of light, 
Is what keeps me walking through the dark tunnels.

I’m afraid of joy, 
For it’ll escape, 
And I’m afraid of light too, 
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I’m afraid of the day I won’t have my sadness to blame everything onto. 
And life itself is so little, 
And the art of dying, 
Something I still haven’t mastered, 
And life is again so so little, 
So little that it leaks through your fingers, 
As your hands grow frail and old.

But its beauty is that, 
People still live.
I still live, 
I still have hope, 
I still sit on the precipice, 
And tell the grass below me, 
Not today, 
Death won’t be my solace today, 
Life will be, 
Life, 
Will be. 
 

Srina Bose is a high school student hailing from New Delhi, India. She has previously
published her collection of poetry titled “Roses In My Mind”, which is commercially
available. She plans to pursue liberal arts in her future. 
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In the Field - Poem 
By Daniel Boyko 

I find a wing without a body. 
The feathers slid off. A fractured bone 
the size of a cake-pop stick lodged 

somewhere in there. It was the hawks, 
of course, who did it. The dogs circle 
the wing, barking at it, confused over

where’s the other half, the other three-
fourths. They keep hoping it’ll flicker 
awake, then chase them. It remains still. 

There’s a robin or starling or sparrow
out there now, missing a sibling. Waiting
for them to come home from work. 

Worried that something’s not right 
because it isn’t. I head over to the grass. 
Crunch up fistfuls of stalks. Pull them 

away from the ground. Keep tearing up 
a patch in the yard until there’s a small 
hole, no deeper than a bowl of milk

for a cat. If you were here, you’d grab 
a shovel. Dig up a proper hole. You were 
old-fashioned like that. The wing fits 

perfectly. This is the first funeral 
I’ve ever led, but I keep it brief. Pat 
a thin layer of dirt on top of the grave. 

Tell the ground I, too, know 
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what it’s like to lose a wing. 

Daniel Boyko is a 17-year-old writer from New Jersey. His work appears in Teen Ink, Blue
Marble Review, The Daphne Review, and Navigating the Maze, among others. He serves as
Co-Editor-in-Chief of Polyphony Lit. Wherever his dog is, he can’t be far behind.
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what i learned from my hike at dawn - Poem 
By Uriah Howard Allis

this love:    the freedom of flying

         which cardinals chorus
to their young,    feeding them
wonders     they might become

when sensing    wind at
         their own wings—
orchestrating birdsong, Beauty,

and the courageous art
of    merely being.

Uriah Howard Allis, a queer twenty-one-year-old poet and nursing student from rural Western
New York, has found pieces of his heart, mind, and soul escaping to the blank page ever since
he could hold a pencil. He is the winner of the Alfred C. O’Connell Library’s 20th Student
Poetry Content (2021). His poetry has been published by or is forthcoming from Active Muse,
Ice Lolly Review, Eclipse Magazine, Moss Puppy Magazine, Intangible Magazine, YAWP
Journal, and Human Narrative Journal. You can follow his journey on Instagram @uriahallis
or https://uriahallis.wixsite.com/my-site
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New Myths - Poem
By Jannah Yusuf Al-Jamil 

Stand up against the wall with your patterned button-up; I'll 
take the picture for the friends. I study you like a painting, I 
capture the light like some man from the Renaissance. We'll 
go arm and arm, you and me, emerge from the ground like the cicadas 
of '21, stain their sidewalks and their streets, be under their feet. Hiding 
is something that I've never been good at, even if I've always hid my curves 
more than most. Still people like to stare at girl-shaped bodies nevertheless -- 
wonder about what's hiding underneath hijabs and flowy dresses and 
lacy tops. Let them. Let's crawl out of hell together. Let's get burnt on 
the brimstone. We'll come out of the closet not for the gawking men, but for us. We'll 
be the monsters that used to keep them up at night -- the motherland's monsoons 
in somewhat human form, finally let onto the world, free at last. 
Come and find us. We're becoming the new myths.

Jannah Yusuf Al-Jamil is a sixteen-year-old Muslim-American writer from Washington, D.C
who is forthcoming in Amethyst Review and Overheard Lit. They enjoy researching obscure
history and eating far too many sweets. They are the head literary reader of Antinarrative
Zine (@antinarrativeZ). Learn more about them at jannahyusufaljamil.carrd.co.
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Feline Frolics - Poem
By Anthony Salandy

A smoky silhouette finds obscure grip
when glistening rooftops invite 
foreign visitor to bathe in luscious rays,
Fluid air, Radiating in ephemeral light,

For daring paws find gallant escape 
amongst concrete communions 
that sprung from sanded lands,
Awashed in blinding beige,

A natural vale,
An enabling protection
That graces audacious jaunts
with infantile reverie,

But like flowing cascades
One longs to jump beyond the horizon,
Beyond that vague abyss,
The setting sky relinquished

To darkness. 

Anthony is a mixed-race poet & writer who has spent most of his life in Kuwait jostling
between the UK & America. Anthony's work has been published 190 times internationally.
Anthony has 2 published chapbooks titled 'The Great Northern Journey' 2020 (Lazy
Adventurer Publishing) & 'Vultures' 2021 (Roaring Junior Press). Anthony's Chapbook 'Half
Bred' is the Winner of the 2021 'The Poetry Question' Chapbook contest. Anthony's debut YA
Novel 'The Sands of Change' will be released in November 2021 with Alien Buddha Press.
Anthony is the Co-Eic of Fahmidan Journal.
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serpent moon - Poem 
By Ainsley Kennedy
Previously published in The Heritage Review 

you and i, serpentine 
did you taste ambrosia that night? god i do not pray to you anymore 
words around my throat and you around my heart, gripping. vise and vice. 
will you sing, serpent mine? with your forked tongue doubled tongue, doublespeak 
lies and loves that i couldn't know you said to me that night. 
did you drink in the starlight? god i wish i could see your moon again 
at the start and at the dawn over the fabled sea. 
did you steal the sun or only my heart, now gone 
it is another moonlit epiphany that i lost to you.

Ainsley Kennedy is a shy aspiring author from the Midwestern United States. Pulling heavily
from mythology, the natural world, and the people she has met, she uses her works as a way to
better come to terms with her own identity and the world around her. When she’s not writing,
you can catch her reading, baking, working at the library, or lurking in the back of the local
coffee shop. She is currently 18 years old.
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colors - Poem
By Anoushka Swaminathan

 
Touch my lips

To the cool green leaves
Plucked fresh off the towering plant

Reveling in
The taste of freedom

 
Reveling in

The way that 
The brown of my skin

Matches
The brown of the soil that gives 

And 
The trees that live 

And
 

Wondering about
The way that

The brown of my skin 
Is the same as
The brown of 

The autumn leaves, 
Burnt and discarded

 
Wondering how

I would be different
If I lived
If I grew

If my roots were spread out under
A land where brown is the default

Where my brown is the same as 
A friend’s, a relative’s, a classmate’s

And not
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The brown of
An enemy, a marvel, a museum exhibit

 
My body is not

A skeleton on display
A dying souvenir from another world

Or
A picture worth so many words

My body is
Not burnt and discarded like trash from the tree

While everything else grows green and fresh and new
 

I am a burnt brown girl
With a burnt brown body

Struggling to stay 
Afloat

In a sea of white
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Anoushka Swaminathan (she/they) is a Tamilian-American 7th grader living somewhat near
San Francisco in California- though she wishes she could live closer, because the city is
amazing. They love reading all genres, but primarily write realistic fiction and sci-fi, as well
as poetry. When not reading or writing- so barely ever- she plays piano, dances
Bharatnatyam, draws, bikes, plays with her cat, and does debate. They have an unhealthy
obsession with the color purple. 
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Blaise no. 1 - Poem
By Jordan Davidson

And so the room hollows him  
As he lies in the center bleeding and  
Breaking and burning with his eyes  
Focused forward and his mouth cocked 
As if too tell me I no longer need your  
Help I no longer need you only I know  
That this enchanted sleep, this forced  
Release of his only lasts as long as the  
White pills crushed under his tongue  
And without them, without me, he withers 
So I take stock of his damage winding my 
Fingers around the strong curve of his cheek 
Growing hot with internal ash the bones  
Blazing from inside such is the nature  
Of his sickness and I ignite my hand against  
His skin all healing is Phoenix theory from  
The ashes comes the new and it strikes me  
As funny, almost comical that this tepid room,  
This sordid air has lain him so low when  
This prince had his chance to go on the  
Battlefield had his chance for sacrifice but  
Even through his protests I know he fears  
Death—the shaking in his hands, the way  
His eyelashes flutter, the way he hides  
His pain for power—so I knit him together 
Piece by piece, skin by skin, burn by burn. 

Jordan Davidson is a student at Yale University who spends more time writing than studying for
her tests. So far, it’s worked out just fine: she’s not failing calculus, and she’s been published in
Corvid Queen and Ice Lolly Review and has upcoming work in Youth Imagination and The
Common Tongue. This poem is a part of the Fated-Verse, a young adult fantasy universe
developed by Claire Malik and Jordan Davidson. 
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an infinitum of what-ifs - Poem
By Halle Ewing

There are a billion things in the world that i do not know.

(oh, how many poems could i write with each?) 

i know orpheus was so 
irrevocably in love with 
eurydice he marched down 
to hell to bring her back, 

i know if you fold 
a paper forty 
two times 
it would reach the moon, 

i know there are 5,280 
steps 1,760 meters in 
every mile, and i know 
i would walk 

5,280 steps or 
1,760 meters 
each 
and every 

time you asked me. 

but i do not know 
how the stars 
stay in the sky 
or 

how many times 
the world has gone 
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around the sun 
or 

if you would 
walk 
5,280 feet 
to get 

to me, even in the afterlife.
i do not know what 
happened to eurydice 
after orpheus failed 
and love was not enough to bring her back. 

i do not know if she wanted to be brought back. 

and i do not know how you feel about me. 

but sometimes, i look at your face and the way you smile like the moon 

and i do not want to learn.

Halle Ewing (they/she) is a 14-year-old from Orange County with a love 
for the written word. She finds herself reflected in the lines she writes, and when they aren't
frantically trying to remember that one word on the tip of their tongue, they're drinking way
too much coffee, screaming along to Nirvana, playing water polo, or begging their friends to
take pictures of them. Her work can be found in Paper Cranes Literary Journal, Crossed
Paths, Cathartic Youth Literary Magazine, and the Weight Journal.  
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Yeontan - Poem 
By Lauren Hyunseo Cho

As I walked 
Home, to a place 
Familiar to me as 
Yesterday’s clouds,

She stopped me. The gentle grandmother 
Gleamed; a malevolent blade, familiar foe, 
Bound itself to my throat, choked with
Practiced precision. 

Paper cranes, 
Blood-red, winter-grey
Took flight. A single feather brushed me. Charcoal
Marred my skin.

Now, when night falls, the world is
Protected from my visceral vices,
But I scrub until my flesh hangs
Red, raw, stained ash gray.

A fever dream, she visits me, 
Holding a cup of blue. 
With broken bones, you dare
Gleam defiant? 

*Note: “Yeontan (Korean: 연탄, yeontan) is the name for large coal briquettes used in South
Korea for cooking and home heating. ... A new yeontan would sometimes be placed atop the
current one when it was halfway burned, to continuously maintain the fire.”

Lauren Hyunseo Cho is a 17-year old student living in Seoul, South Korea (pronouns: she/her).
She has her poems forthcoming or published in Teen Ink, Ice Lolly Review, LiveWire, and more.
She is interested in issues of cultural discrimination, feminism, and philosophy. Her love for
writing serves to produce poems and stories of her take on these ideas.
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Fear - Poem
By Shireen Arora  

Out of the starry blanket of night
a hooded figure
d
            e
                          s
                                      c
                                                  e
                                                              n
                                                                            d
                                                                                         s
on its tippy toes
through the stairs of darkness
 
the night - terribly silent
terribly wrong
terribly mysterious
 
the hooded figure creeps through the narrow alleyways
stealthily peeking into windows
searching for
something
something dark
something frightening
something – that could destroy everyone
 
then
 
the figure is gone
disappeared
like a candle
blown out
suddenly
magically
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silently
the night stays motionless
wondering - 
where the hooded figure could be
eyes darting here and there
cautiously
when finally the sun emerges
bringing light…
the
fear
is gone.

Shireen Arora is a 12 year-old sixth grader from Arizona, USA. In her free time, you can
always find her exploring various art forms such as painting, calligraphy, writing poetry,
playing the piano, and learning Indian classical dance. 
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Labyrinth Laceration- Poem 
By Suchita Senthil Kumar

Sinking your hands into my
labyrinth of bones, you pull out
tinsels and cords and strings.
My blood paints your hands,
an indication this should hurt.
You caress my cheeks and 
whisper: no strings attached. 
I am anesthetized while you tug
and pull at my heart strings,
when you bathe your fingers 
in my crimson as you tear it apart.
You whisper sweet words in my ears
making quixotic promises and, love,
it is only at that moment I begin to feel
all the lacerating, the tearing and pulling

Suchita Senthil Kumar is a 17 year-old writer creating chaos. She feels at home when in
Bangalore, India and hopes to feel the same in every little corner of the world. She is Staff
Writer at Outlander Zine and writes a monthly Poetry Prompts Blog for The Poetry Cove.
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Nani, Ma and I - Poem 
By Srina Bose

I scrape at the dinner table wood, 
Each scrape, a generation torn out. 
Pa lies on the creaking diwan, 
He has sacrificed more than I notice, 
He loves Ma more than he shows, 
Marriage is stronger than the façade it shows.

In front of me, lie three generations of women, 
And the sadness never seems to go. 
It is in the wrinkles of my Nani, 
The way I hear her crying on the phone with Ma. 
And she firmly tells me: leave. 
It’s in the way Ma holds her hand, and they mourn.
They mourn a dead father, a dead husband, and a dead star. 
They miss, grieve and cry—all together. 

And the sadness never seems to go. 

The wedding albums are the same, 
They wear the same nighties, 
They fall apart the same. 
My ability to break and cry and break and cry, comes from them, I think, 
How I can mourn to music, 
And pray to silence. 
I think the sadness runs in our veins. 

Pa flips his newspaper, 
I dig my nails into the wood, 
And on the walls of this broken home, I bleed out this poem, 
And before me lie three generations of women, 
Yet the sadness never seems to go.

Srina Bose is a high school student hailing from New Delhi, India. She has previously published her
collection of poetry titled “Roses In My Mind”, which is commercially available. She plans to pursue
liberal arts in her future. 
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& beautiful - Poem
By April Yu

beautiful,
you say,
but it’s never about me.
running your hands over
soft green silk,
ceramic mugs,
office ledgers,
pages of a book,
lovely & gorgeous & astounding,
acrylic paint,
pastel nail polish,
adorable & stunning.
i brush my fingers against your arm,
the barest sliver of a touch,
and i’d love to say 
beautiful & captivating & striking,
the paper-white of your skin,
the curve of your neck,
the freckle on your ankle,
enchanting & indescribable & uncontested,
so that i can hardly breathe.
but still, i watch you as 
relics in a store catch your eye,
and you turn to me,
eyes glittering.
don’t you love this? you say,
and i want to reach for your arm,
pull you close,
ask her to call me 
girl friend
without a
space, 
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why you won’t talk about me like you do
coffee or lava lamps or boys,
but i swallow my thoughts and
yes, I say,
it’s wonderful,
but not as much as you,
and you smile,
a bright sun on earth.
i absorb the rays
and cling onto the sunlight,
leaning into them with foolish hope,
even though they are 
not for me.

April Yu, 13, is a wayward writer, dark dreamer, and professional procrastinator. Although
she was indeed born in April, her favorite season is winter. She lives in New Jersey as an
unfortunate middle child.
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For Lenore - Poem 
By Alida C
based on The Raven by E. A. Poe

it happened upon happenstance that on such a night as this 
as the pallid moon hung in the sky leaned to the stars to kiss
a breathy wisp of wind that gently fell upon my face 
that I, walking through a torment storm, recalled your divine grace 

the raven hath been long since gone - only his soul remained 
trapped, entwined deep within mine, where evermore it stayed 
it served a ghastly, grim reminder of you, my dear Lenore 
your laughter and our memories, the beauty you once bore 

now dead and gone forevermore.

Alida is a fifteen-year-old author and aspiring poet from Hungary. She enjoys reading, taking
walks, gothic literature, and gloomy weather. She hopes to be published one day. Her poem,
“For Lenore”, is a sort of continuation of the poem “The Raven” by Edgar Allan Poe. She
can be found on Instagram under the handle @ncvcrmcre.
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tere liye - Poem
By Salonee Verma
(in hindi, mandarin, and urdu)

wo bu zhi dao, agar hum log sab zindagi 
meh mil ke rahenge, likin

wo zhi dao, ki tumhara naram garam gal 
meh hamara hriday rehta hai.

khamoshi rimjhim ke jaise barse aur
tumhara kajal meri aankhon mein

ghar bana tha hai. xiexie, meri jaan.
hum aap ki gulabi aanchal ko amar 

bana denge, kyun ki aap ka haseena
sab ko jana chaiye. agar mera honthon

machal jata hai, toh kiska galti hai?
aap hi hai meri puri zindagi ki manzil.

wo ai ni, jaise tare ko saanjh se pyar hota hai, itni 
shiddat ke saath ki pura dharti chur-chur ban jata hai.
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tere liye (for you) - Poem
By Salonee Verma
(english translation)

i don’t know if we’ll stay joined 
together in all of life, but

i do know that my heart resides 
in your hot soft cheeks.

the silence falls like rain and
your eyeliner makes its home

inside my eyes. thank you, darling.
i’ll make your rose-colored scarf 

immortal, because everyone should
know your beauty. if my lips

tremble & quiver, then whose fault is it?
you are the only destination of my entire life.

i love you like the stars love the evening, with 
so much intensity that the entire earth dissolves.

Salonee Verma is an Indian-American writer and the co-founder of antinarrative, a
collaborative zine. Her work is published or is forthcoming in Backslash Lit, Pollux Journal,
zindabad zine, Dishsoap Quarterly and more. She has been recognized in the Scholastic Arts
& Writing Awards. Find her online at saloneeverma.carrd.co.
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serpent sun - Poem 
By Ainsley Kennedy

and you left, serpentine 
scales slithered. in your wake did you lose your way? 
echo of you and nothing more yet you stole something away 
the dream is gone, serpent mine. honey melted on the tongue, left sour. 
morning comes yet again: away goes your shedding moon. 
did you feel the call of the sun burn away your illusions? 
flicker of you left. a forked tongue, treacherous words 
and you left your shape in the moon. is it a trick of the light? 
dawn still breaks dissolve into darkness, serpent of my love 
murmurs in the mist. where? there. i lose you again 
the sun snakes into my chest. it is not you

Ainsley Kennedy is a shy aspiring author from the Midwestern United States. Pulling heavily
from mythology, the natural world, and the people she has met, she uses her works as a way to
better come to terms with her own identity and the world around her. When she’s not writing,
you can catch her reading, baking, working at the library, or lurking in the back of the local
coffee shop. She is currently 18 years old.
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I Know You’re Gone - Poem 
By Daniel Boyko

because the basil plant is dead. Gray, withering 
like a tennis ball left out in the rain. You would cry 

if you saw the thirst that shivered through your plant: 
swift, final like an axe. The dogs, they miss you, 

pawing at the kitchen blinds, whining when they don’t see 
your red Honda. They cry into the night, howling 

for those bacon-flavored treats hidden in your placid palms. 
Waiting for your love like robins who wait for spring. I cry 

with them. I tried to learn how to cook, but my soups are watery, 
my stews burn. They beg for your freshly chopped garlic, 

your sprinkle of oregano, cracked pepper. What I miss most 
is your surprise at everything—the plot twist in the soap opera,  

the ending of my poems. Come home soon,  
I plead to your work ID badge. Come home soon.

Daniel Boyko is a 17-year-old writer from New Jersey. His work appears in Teen Ink, Blue
Marble Review, The Daphne Review, and Navigating the Maze, among others. He serves as
Co-Editor-in-Chief of Polyphony Lit. Wherever his dog is, he can’t be far behind.
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Haibun for The Forgotten - Poem 
By Addie Rahmlow

To know where a story begins is to know the end. The sky spitting, swollen in a womb. Rain like
curdled milk. To know where a story begins is to know that a girl crying in a thunderstorm is not a
girl anymore. That a name is a weapon even when it’s buried under soil. That to dream of her is
not to love her, but to memorize foriegn constellations, to wake up choking on slipping heat. 

// 

In the end, I am the blood of what’s left. A red river, eyes black holes. A shoulder in the nape of a
mother’s neck. In the end, blood is only a cross on a newborn’s forehead like wet snow. Seven
generations severed only for a girl to stir up the dead and breathe a language that doesn’t quite fit
on her tongue. Blood only blood only faith shovelled back in the dirt, only a girl under a corn
moon, kissing a distant friend. Can you hear me? The Atlantic a full belly, Saskatchewan lost.
 
// 

Water. A distant memory. Seasick and sliding off the deck, sun fat and yellow and ready to burst.
Grandpa guts a king salmon and I scream in the rain. Cursed girl, little girl, look right here girl.
Dead fish. Gone like the dog on the doorstep with the fleas swimming in its brain. Water. I
promise you, it’s only water girl. Only water only blood only nothing at all. Grandpa guts a king
salmon and I watch and watch and watch. Eye sockets little planets. Knife shining in the starlight. 

// 

To know where a story begins is to know that waves are simply fingertips falling from another’s
hand. Blood stained to a coastline. Hair caught up with milkweed. To know where a story begins
is to know that when she laughs I can’t breathe. That if hell is like the insides of some great big
beast then surely I’m doomed. Two girls doomed. [The moon no longer a friend.] Sometimes I can
taste words scraping against my teeth, copper gathering in the back of my mouth. To write
someone alive forever is to drown in a saltwater lake. 

// 
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Lover lost. Sky spits. 
Grandpa writes of a faint sun. 
Can you remember?

Addie Rahmlow (she/her) is a teen writer, editor, and student from the Midwest. She enjoys
screenwriting, photography and has an obsession with iced tea. Her work can be found in
Interstellar Literary Review and the Write the World Review, among others, and has been
recognized by the National Scholastic Art and Writing Awards. You can find her at
addisonrahmlow.carrd.co. She hopes you're having a wonderful day!
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Onward - Poem
By Chloe Cook

my life moves in dog years. for every second   my toes stay flattened, earthside  a week
elapses behind me  ghostly shadow of a clock   ticking 7 times between   each of my heart’s
thumps     if music is measured in even numbers   what kind of rhythm is this  is it all just
sound    when I die, will I pass like a quarter note   a leap year    or will I have already gone
without quite noticing    the distance between then and then

Chloe Cook is an undergraduate student attending Northern Kentucky University. She
currently serves as the Editor-in-Chief for the student-run literary magazine, Loch Norse
Magazine. Her work is featured or forthcoming in Haunted Waters Press, Oakland Arts
Review, Sutterville Review, dancing girl press, Stoneboat Literary Journal, and elsewhere. She
is 21 years old and resides in the NKY region. 
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to pluck weeds out of a growing sunflower - Poem
By Tamara Bašić 

you told me my soul was sunflower and I wondered, 
briefly, whether the sun would forgive my betrayal 
when I stopped tracing its movement with my hands 

the first time you appeared in my field, a gardener 
with lavender in his hands and the sky in his eyes, 
my gaze strayed from the fiery star and fell upon you; 
one startled moment 

after that, you kept coming back, stepping closer, 
brushing dust off my petals and sunburn off my roots,
and I found myself gravitating toward a new force 

when I found myself in your home, under different light, 
something began to ache within me – dull ache turning 
sharp, I tried not to think much of it… but you did 

two delicate hands lifted me into the air and together 
we discovered a mess of weeds, rotting me from the inside; 
a grace of one gentle smile made all the difference  

to pluck weeds out of a growing sunflower is a labor of love 
and patience – tear them out too quick and the wounds 
can’t heal; coax them out too slow and they keep festering 

but somehow, you knew 
where to place your fingertips so they wouldn’t do damage, 
how to tend to the gashes in the soil and heal them shut, 
what to say so I would stop missing blindly staring at the sun 

and somewhere along the way, 
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a sunflower soul tied itself to a lavender one, 
blooming forever.

Tamara Bašić (24; she/her) lives in Croatia, where she is frequently thinking about all the
stories she's procrastinating on writing. She can also often be found reading, trying to
become a polyglot, staring at the sky in awe, and viciously daydreaming. Her work is
featured in Journal of Erato, Southchild Lit, The Birdseed, and The Hearth Magazine. For
more writings and updates, you can find her on social media @authortamarab
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stars are fire (so were we) - Poem 
By AJ Pfeffer 

that night, the flame dipped beneath our sight.
between my fingers i held an orchestra of stars
pulsing the rhythm of your heart, your blood.
candied apple sweet, you wrapped a finger
around mine, littered the world with a song 
of sighing. i buzzed in time with you, found 
your short hairs tickling my neck. i painted 
a world for you, many worlds, all in your 
image. you asked to name them each as i
let them go, one by one, to be born and to grow.
“Valforn.” “Ichor.” “Applejacks.” “Stanley.”

we devolve as all the good things do, like sugar 
on the tongue, in the pan. quickly, and with heat. 

AJ Pfeffer (23, he/him) is a trans & Jewish writer living off of stale movie theater popcorn and
occasionally stargazing somewhere in the northeastern United States. His work can be found
in Ink Drinkers and warning lines; you can otherwise track him down on Twitter
@Pfeffington.
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Fireflies - Poem 
By Natasha Bredle 

They light up in twos: four, six, eight, 
until a million hover above the green-washed sea, 
swaying, the silence before a symphony. 
Unearthed, they crawled up from their kingdom 
underground, now suck in their breath, 
captivated by the diamond-clear air, never tasted 
so sweet. 

Upon the sight, a nostalgia unlike any 
palpable sensation; to catch the beetles in a jar 
was to capture a fraction of the universe, 
to collect a handful of stars. A mirage, 
an oasis amidst a desert of living sand. 
A spattering of constellations above a dark ocean, 
black waves rolling, frothing, reaching, 
but recoiling with each 
dim blink. 

Hand held out, breathe in their untethered 
wingbeats. Each suffices as an individual heartbeat, 
the rhythm so miniscule, delicate, yet amasses 
to an army as impenetrable as the whole world 
concurring to one melody. Breathe in again, 
before returning to your fitful sleep. 
Breathe in; the air has never tasted 
so sweet.

Natasha Bredle is an aspiring young writer and poet. Her work has been featured in the Dove Tales
Writing for Peace poetry anthology, the Cathartic Literary Magazine, and the Incandescent Review,
among others. She volunteers as an arts writer for the INKspire online news magazine. When she
isn't dreaming up new ideas to passionately scribble down, she likes to practice yoga and indulge in
various kinds of tea. She posts updates of her publications on her instagram, @natasha_bredle
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ode to seventeen - Poem 
By Anna Feng

the boy i took to homecoming 
was a vignette of second hand smoke 
blurred against mirror glass, his 
navy tie hand-tethered hands 
drum against the dashboard, 
waiting for everything to defrost 

the silence we held instead of each other 
an aphorism for the you look beautiful 
he said to a girl squeezed into a dress 
she’d never wear, her skin unzipped 
and emptied of its worth like a savings 
jar, still banking this poem 
on the things he’d never say 

jaw slacked, pathetic five 
o-clock shadow closing curtain across 
a midnight rendezvous so overcast 
you might see me sitting alone, 
waiting for my redemption 
years later when i know better 
than to bare my soul to a boy 
want love for poetry’s sake.

Anna Feng is a sixteen year old student attending Del Norte High School in San Diego,
California. She loves listening to true crime podcasts and curating her collection of tiny cacti. She
is a 2021 California Arts Scholar and Iowa Young Writers Workshop student. Her work has been
recognized by the Scholastic Arts and Writing Awards and the Nancy Thorp Poetry Contest.

—————————
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Making Dens - Flash Fiction 
By Lauren Sharp

Meg and Daisy decided they were running away, but only to the end of the garden because
Daisy was going home after dinner. They gathered all the essentials: blankets, crayons, paper
and two bowls of apple slices. 
           Daisy skipped ahead over the grass, her cardigan tied around her waist, and Meg came
after, dragging the blanket. Their destination was a great tree against the garden fence. When
you crawled through the dark waxy leaves there was a space inside with sandy ground. It was
the perfect size for two small people. They laid the blanket down and their den was ready. The
bowing branches created a shield from the world outside. 
            It was their big top, their safari shelter, their fairy glade, and their snow-white’s
cottage. It had everything they needed. Daisy propped her water bottle in the V between two
branches, while Meg looked up through the tree. In her eyes, the branches made a perfect
staircase up, though she never dared to climb too high. Maybe she would when she was older,
she imagined her grown-up self, swinging from the branches like an acrobat. To Daisy the
leaves, bigger than her hand, could be used as tickets, plates for pretend food, torn up into
confetti, or scribbled on with felt tip. They were brought into every game they played in some
way or another. 
           Meg and Daisy imagined fully formed worlds outside, miles of forest with animals and
monsters and things that wanted to get them. They argued over whose turn it was to watch for
danger. There weren’t any monsters that really wanted to get them, except the week before
when a discarded apple slice caused an army of ants to rise from the disturbed earth.
Evacuating the den was the only option. Today they were careful not to drop anything that
would attract unwanted visitors. 
           Meg’s mother never knew exactly what they did together, how they passed afternoons,
but she left the back door open to listen to their happy voices. She knew their tone as they
seriously decided something, their voices raised when they excitedly came up with an idea.
She knew that their closeness was precious, that only a certain age allowed friends to be kept
by passing leaves and making up stories. Soon the garden would feel small to them, and they
wouldn’t run out to the den so often. Maybe one day Meg’s dad would decide the garden
would be more spacious if the tree was pulled down, they could move the garden furniture
there, and when Meg was older, she could have her friends round for a barbeque. That was all
far away for now.
           A diagonal shadow crawled its way across the lawn until only the top of the tree 
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remained in the honey-coloured light. Meg’s mother called the girls in and said it was time to
eat. With that the magic was over, the game was put on pause, and they ran over the lawn
towards the house. But it was okay, they would run away again another time. The den would
still be there, a little world just for them, which held their stories and ideas. After all, they had
the whole of the summer holidays, and they were the only ones that knew the secret password. 

Lauren Sharp is a 21 year old writer from Berkshire, her fiction has been published with
Ellipsis Zine, The York Journal and Fincham Press. She has just completed her degree at the
University of Roehampton, London, studying Creative Writing.  
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crownless - Flash Fiction 
By Lia Wang 

            Cyra is born with cobwebs in her hair. 
            They are nearly unnoticeable—thin, bleached strands that gather dew from the air, only
shimmering when the sun finally peeks out from behind the mountainside. Sometimes, Maman
jokes that it is dusty in her womb, particles gathering in places abandoned long ago; other
days, she says it is fate, a message that Cyra is meant to become something special and not
another frailing servant rotting within the city gates. Perhaps Cyra is a secret princess, droplets
of unknown royal blood lingering in her veins. Maybe she will marry a king with a heavy
crown. 
            Cyra prefers neither. 
            However, whether or not she is a hidden princess or future queen, it doesn’t matter, as
no foreign advisors break into the Western Kingdom’s palace demanding royalty, and she
never spots Prince Kia anyway, so Cyra continues to work. 
            “Cyra,” Maman murmurs in between the kitchen’s lull, beckoning her over with a
crooked finger. Maman wipes the back of her hand across her wrinkled forehead, catching the
sweat rolling down her face. Her other hand grips a wooden ladle, still glossy with simmering
soup. 
            Cyra’s stomach aches. 
            She drops the half-peeled raw potato and scrambles over, sidestepping a half-asleep
servant’s torso. The head chef is fading paint on crumbling walls, and he does not bother to
look up at Cyra. 
            “Yes, Maman?” 
            Maman’s face is hollow yet flushed, the color of the sky at dawn, and Cyra stands on
her tiptoes to lay the back of her hand on Maman’s boney cheek. Immediately, her icy hands
soak up the warmth. 
            She hums and ruffles Cyra’s hair, mixing white with black until it almost seems gray.                
Fgfgfgs“In three nights, there will be a feast here.” 
            “A feast?” Cyra echoes. The last one had only been a month ago, brimming with
silvery laughter and the clink of champagne glasses. She had rubbed the floors with water—
water stolen from the servants’ well— for days until the marble outshone the moon. 
            Cyra does not think of her patchy lips and parched cries for the days after the event.        
Qwqwq“Why will there be another one so soon?” 
            Maman breathes in, out. Winks. 
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            Cyra squints, tilts her head, and oh— 
            “Prince Kia’s coming of age.” A smile, albeit crooked along the edges, spreads across
her face. 
            Sighing, Maman pokes her forehead, leaving behind a smudge of grease. “Have you
forgotten that the beloved prince’s thirteenth birthday is today?” 
            A whiff of the soup behind Maman drifts into Cyra’s nose. It smells like carrots and
onions and lentils and maybe even lamb, and the bit of pita bread she downed for breakfast
earlier feels like nothing at all.
            Her stomach grumbles. 
            They both pretend to not notice. 
            Cyra wipes the oil away with a spare piece of cloth and forces herself not to stare at the
pot. 
            “You know how I feel about him.” She tries not to spit out her words; it doesn’t work,
It never does. 
            “Don’t say that too loudly.” Maman glances around. Nobody is there. She leans in with
a mock whisper and a smile more teeth than anything. “You wouldn’t want to be exiled.” 
            Cyra rolls her eyes, pushing past Maman and grabbing a clean ladle. The soup’s steam
wraps around her shoulders like a shawl. If Maman was born with too many words, then Cyra
was born with too few, or at least with less patience for this sort of bullshit. 
            “The feast is soon, Maman. We need to get back to work before we get in trouble.” 
            “But Azizam, my dear Cyra, must we?” 
            Cyra blinks. Almost drops the ladle into the pot. 
            There’s a strange glint in Maman’s eyes, unnoticeable unless you know her inside-out,
unnoticeable unless you’re Cyra. Maybe it’s a reflection of the steam drifting lazily upwards,
hugging the ceiling lanterns until dissipating into mountain air. Or perhaps it’s a hazy-
dreaminess, forged of hallucinations of over-time and under-pay, of stirring broth until their
arms ache, of inhaling the stench of gold lining the marbled palace walls while sleeping within
a room built from cobwebs and dust. 
            Cyra may be a girl raised with broomsticks rather than books, but she is not dumb.             
HudddShe is not blind, able to count each rib peeking out from the translucent layers of skin
covering Maman’s heart. She is not deaf either, the rumbles of ravenous monsters shuddering
the beds that three, five, seven servant girls share within a room. 
            A king-less kingdom is not a kingdom at all. 
            So, if anything— 
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            Maman tilts Cyra’s chin upwards with the ladle’s handle. 
            Cyra swallows, backs into the sharp edge of the counter. 
            “You are a beautiful girl.” Maman’s voice comes out as half a whisper, softer than the
dulling gray in her eyes. “I truly hope you know that.” 
            Cyra studies the wrinkles arcing from her eyes and nose—smokewaves that outline
smiles Maman never make anymore. 
            “Of course I do. I came from you.” 
            Maman lets out a startled laugh. It cracks along the edges. “I see you’ve inherited my
tongue as well.” 
            She shrugs and does not meet her mother’s gaze. 
            “Well, Cyra.” Maman tugs a strand of her hair. The white sections are becoming wider,
she notices, encircling a halo over her. 
            Their eyes meet. Cyra thinks that—she wants to— 
            Steam leaks out from underneath the pot lid.
            “I’ve always thought you were destined for something.” Maman smiles, teeth missing
in places where they ought to be. 
            “And, Azizam, you’d look better in a crown.”

Lia Wang is someone who loves stories so much, she decided to create her own. She is
involved in The Young Writers Initiative, and her pieces have been published in Scholastic Art
& Writing, Underdogs Zine, among others. When not starting her thirty-first story, Lia can be
found tracing shapes into the clouds. Instagram: liawang_0.
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The ‘Keep’ Pile - Creative Nonfiction
By Angelica Pizza

           Oliver’s house was small and yellow, and he had a trampoline in his backyard. A
trampoline that I never jumped on because I was scared of how my chubby, developing body
would look as I bounced up and down on the elastic surface. I liked watching Oliver jump on
the trampoline, though, because I liked seeing his dimples when he laughed, and I liked when
his shaggy hair flopped against his forehead. 
           When I was 10, I thought Oliver was the love of my life. Barf. I used to be a hopeless
romantic at the ripe age of 10 because I liked to pretend my life was a movie. Specifically, I
wanted to live out the plot of 13 Going On 30 in which I was Jenna Rink and Oliver was Matt
Flamhaff. There was something magical about the childhood sweethearts trope that had my
little heart longing for a romance that would be worth telling young lovers in the future. 
            Spoiler alert: Oliver and I have not spoken since we were 11, so needless to say, things
didn’t work out as I had hoped. When we got to middle school, his friends were the girls who
started wearing mascara to school and my friends – well, friend – was Nora. 
            All you need to know about Nora is that she looked at least three years younger than
she was and had orange, frizzy hair like Merida from Brave. I had met her on the first day of
kindergarten when her father approached me as I stood at a toy kitchen set and told me to play
with his daughter because she was crying. I turned around and offered her a piece of my
delicious pizza made from plastic ingredients, and from then on, I was stuck with her. Nora
became my shadow, trailing behind me as we grew older, and as terrible as it sounds, I
desperately wanted to get rid of her. 
            On Wednesdays, I would go to Oliver’s little yellow house to play basketball in his
driveway, listen to the top hits of 2009, and lay on his trampoline beside the brown leaves that
had fallen off the trees. I like the way our weight would drag us closer together in the center of
it. Wednesdays were my favorite day of the week, and on Thursdays I would tell myself I only
had to make it seven more days until I could see Oliver again. 
            On one particular Wednesday, — a dreary November day with air so brisk it reminded
you that a typical New York winter was around the corner, — Nora’s parents were caught up
at work. And my mother, being the heroic mother she is, offered to watch Nora until her
parents got home. 
            Oliver pretended he didn’t mind Nora was there for our usual (play)date, but I could
tell by the way he sat at the edge of his trampoline with his shoulders hunched and his legs
swinging off the edge he wasn’t having fun. Thank goodness I hated jumping on the 
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trampoline. I sat with him as Nora bounced behind us. The metal squeaked with each jump. 
             “You’re a party pooper,” Nora called out to me as she waved her short arms in the air.
Her skin was pale, and her nose was so red I wondered if it hurt. I could see the snot dripping
out of her nostril, and she stopped jumping for just a moment to sniffle it back in. Barf again.
“Come on! Please!” She was begging me to join her, and Oliver was looking at me
expectantly. He’d only jump if I jumped, and he would not dare to jump alone with Nora. It
was quite the dilemma for my 10-year-old self to endure, but I knew I couldn’t give in because
there was no way I could look as beautiful as Jennifer Garner in 13 Going On 30 while
frolicking on a trampoline in 30-something degree weather. 
              I said no for what felt like the millionth time. I lifted my legs so that I was sitting
inside the trampoline to make Nora feel less alone, but I regretted my decision because as soon
as my feet were inside, Nora lunged for me and grabbed my chestnut Ugg boot right off my
foot. Not only did she leave me with one boot, but she also threw my right boot over the
trampoline’s net. 
              Instead of losing my temper like I wanted to, I got off the trampoline and hopped
around on one foot on the muddy ground. I curled my toes in my pink sock to try to keep them
warm as my eyes landed on my lone boot sitting across the yard in a pile of crunchy leaves
and dirt. My first thought was, I hope she didn’t ruin my boot because my mom would totally
kill me, and my second thought was, Oliver probably wishes we would just go home already. 
              The idea of having to hop on one foot all the way to my boot seemed to be worse than
jumping up and down on the trampoline in front of Oliver, so I left my boot lying there while
my toes grew numb. I listened to the repetitive squeaking as Nora continued to bounce without
a care in the world. I wished Nora wasn’t my friend. 
              Oliver saved the day, walking across the long yard to get to my sad boot and wipe off
the mud that had latched onto the side of it. He even crouched down in front of me to slide it
back onto my frozen foot, and it felt like some weird version of Prince Charming sliding a
glass slipper on Cinderella’s petite foot. My heart fluttered. Barf. 
              “My hero,” I said to him, thinking it was cute and romantic, and maybe he’d stand up
and give me my first kiss. Barf, barf, barf. “How will I ever repay you?” 
              Oliver’s chapped lips curved into a lopsided smirk to show off his dimple. Instead of
kissing me, he said, “Consider it an early Christmas gift.” 
              Gosh, he was just so cute, but unfortunately for me, the moment came to an abrupt
stop like when you’re approaching a stop sign that was hidden behind an overgrown bush and
you have to slam on the brakes so hard your passengers lunge forward. 
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             “Angelica, please come on the trampoline with me,” Nora’s high-pitched voice
brought me out of the pathetic trance I got lost in from looking at the little golden specks in
Oliver’s eyes. “If you do, I’ll buy you anything you want for your Webkinz.” 
             The moment was officially ruined. My world was spiraling out of control and headed
straight for a black hole. Oliver’s eyes widened as he took a step back, and he no longer had
his adorable smile written on his lips. 
             “You still play with Webkinz?” 
             My mouth was dry; my head was spinning; and my breath got caught in my throat, so
I had to awkwardly gasp for air as he waited for me to answer. I could do one of two things:
lie and tell him I don’t play with such a childish toy or own up to the fact that yes, I still
played with my stuffed bunny named Sally who had a little blue ‘W’ printed on the bottom of
her paw.
             My mother always said I was mature for my age. When I was in elementary school, I
was so ready for middle school, and in middle school, I was so ready for high school. I think
what she meant by mature was “my 10-year-old is too anxious to get herself into trouble, so
she just stands there and smiles politely at everyone.” 
             The problem was that I believed I was so much older than I was when I was in the
fifth grade. I believed that if I were to wish to be 30 years old like Jenna Rink did, I would
actually wake up one morning in my own Manhattan apartment wearing a pink slip dress. 
 I lied. In a desperate attempt to act older than I was, I laughed off the moment and pretended
that Nora had no idea what she was talking about. She stopped bouncing, and the squeaking
came to an end. Now, the three of us stood in silence, exchanging looks and sniffling our
frozen, runny noses. 
              “I’ll be right back,” Oliver broke the silence and ran to his back door, leaving me
alone with Nora without an explanation. A small part of me hoped he was running inside to
grab his own Webkinz collection, so we could bond over the silly stuffed animals, but as I
stared at the back door of Oliver’s yellow house, I knew he was just escaping from Nora and
me. He didn’t want to be associated with children. So Nora jumped on the trampoline again
while I waited, and when Oliver came back out with a bottle of Poland Spring, my mother had
pulled up to pick Nora and me up from the playdate. 
               When you’re 10, and something humiliating happens in front of the boy you have a
crush on, it really does feel like the world stops turning to let you sit in shame. It made me
want to barf. 
               The next Wednesday, Oliver told me he had too much homework, so I couldn’t come
over. Things changed with us, and to this day, I don’t know if the reason he stopped 
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he stopped wanting me around was actually because I still played with Webkinz. 
                I’m 22 years old now, moving back into my parents’ house after graduating from
college because paying rent sounds horrendous. My mother has been pestering me to clean out
my childhood bedroom to form a donation pile. I sit in the center of my square room, freshly
painted grey because the old pink color was too adolescent for my taste, and I surround myself
with the old crap I had stuffed away in the back of my closet. 
                As I pull out an entire bin of stuffed animals, I cringe at myself and wonder if I
really needed so many. I dig up a Build-A-Bear with a purple tutu and a tiny Labrador
retriever with a stretched out hair band around its neck like a collar. I push aside the zoo of
stuffed creatures until I reach Sally the Webkinz bunny, sitting patiently in the clear plastic bin
surrounded by all of her friends. She has a baby pink bow tied around her ear, and she’s
wearing a blue sweater that has a hole in the chest. When you move her, you can hear the
crunch of the beads stuffed in her paws. I look over at the junk pile which contains a One
Direction t-shirt that never fit me correctly, a rainbow, polkadot blanket that is so old it’s not
even soft anymore, and a hand-me-down Juicy Couture handbag.
                If I could go back to the moment Nora begged me to jump with her, the way Jenna
Rink magically transformed into her 13-year-old self, I would climb onto the trampoline and
jump as high as I could. Then, I’d go home to play with my Webkinz. Barf. 
                I look back down into Sally’s black, beady eyes. I put her in the keep pile.

Angelica Pizza (she/her) is a 22-year-old writer from Long Island, New York whose ancestors
may or may not have invented pizza. Probably not, but it's her real last name and one of her
favorite foods. She has a Bachelor of Arts in Communication, and she focuses most of her
writing on celebrating strong women, both real and fictional. Angelica has published over
forty articles as a contributing writer to her alma mater's chapter of Her Campus Media, and
she has been published in TEMPO Magazine's Fall 2020 issue. When she's not writing, she
enjoys shopping for vintage classic rock records, adding to her crystal collection, and of
course, eating pizza.  
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privilege - Creative Nonfiction 
By Carol Mathew 
 
           Every Sunday my family has rice for lunch. Choru was quick and easy to prepare after a
long church service and required minimal effort, when compared to chapati which took time to
knead and then cook over a flame. Choru was usually eaten with payru, moru, and mīn all curried.
The payar was crunchy, paired with the cool moru and spicy but tender mīn. It was a dish that left
my taste buds tingling. My family always washed the rice before eating it and sometimes I was
tasked with the job. I remember once I was especially annoyed and cranky after a long service and
had complained. “Papa, this is too much work. Can you just do it?” I had rinsed it multiple times
and the water still wasn’t running clear. He’d scoffed and nudged me out of the way to do it
himself. I’d watched as his calloused hand quickly swirled through the cloudy water before
dumping it out and doing it again. The grains that stuck to his fingers would wash away under the
running tap. In less than a minute, the water cleared up and it was done. 
            My dad placed the bowl on the counter, his mouth twisted down in the corners as he told
me, “You know, in my childhood, we had work hard for this amount of rice.” His English was
broken, speaking in his own dialect. Each word of his was ended with an upturned, soft ah-, a
reminder that this language wasn’t his. I sighed but I couldn’t lie, I was intrigued. “What do you
mean?” He leaned back against the counter, arms crossed as he gazed across the kitchen, stuck in
a distant memory. A few seconds passed and I thought he’d forgotten. But then he spoke in
Malayalam, voice tinged with nostalgia as he started, “We had a rice paddy near my house.” 

*** 

Papa was ten when he started working in the muddy rice fields of Kerala. A state located at the
southmost part of India and nicknamed, “God’s Own Country” due to its lush greenery and placid
backwaters. For his family, being able to buy rice was a luxury they couldn’t afford. Especially
enough to feed eight growing children. Instead, they cultivated their own produce on their family
land. Growing rice was a long, painstaking process, one I never even thought about. Papa told me
that it started with bulls that plowed the field so that the soil was soft and farmable. Rice seeds
were germinated separately before being planted in the paddy to ensure proper growth. After all, it
would be their food source for the next season. He would have to individually plant each sprout,
the vivid lime a promise of life to come. Over the span of three months, the sprouts would turn
from their rich green to a golden yellow that painted the shells protecting the white treasure
inside. For hours under the blue, he would cut the stalks with a kācci while the hot sun beat down
against his exposed skin. Calluses riddled his hands and formed a topography on his palms.
Papa’s toil was rewarded with bunches of long, thin stalks, bursting with ari. These collected 
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stalks were then struck against a rock, heavy golden grains falling like coins to the ground. “Tho-
tho,” Papa told me, palms clashing against each other as he tried to imitate the sound the stems
made as they were threshed.The straw-like shoots were saved and given to the bulls and cattle to
consume later. Nothing went to waste. The aureate fruits of his family’s labour were gathered and
stored in a large pātram. Once a month, he or one of his brothers would make a trek to the nearby
mill, with a basket full of rice. Here, the large machine would remove the husk of the grain
revealing the fine white rice. Papa then carefully collected the pool of pearls back into his basket
before making his way back to his small house. His amma then rationed the rice, washed it, and
cooked it over a wood fire where flames would lick the metal pot. The fluffy grains were served
on a banana leaf, nature's own plate. They ate to satiate the rumbling beast in their stomachs, who
wasn’t a foreign foe. The fact that their own blood, sweat and tears had gone into this meal made
it all the more satisfying. 

*** 
 

I knew I would never experience that amount of work to have a meal to eat. I would never have to
drink water to trick my stomach into thinking I was full or sacrifice a part of my meal so someone
else had more. It was a privilege I’d gotten so used too, and often took for granted. Now during
Sunday lunch, I wonder if he remembers the labour that went into cultivating the rice. Maybe
that's why there are never leftovers, the remainder always finding their way to his plate. The
glutinous starch spread over his glass dish, a stark reminder of how far he's come.

choru - rice in Malayalam
payar - a type of long bean found to South India 
moru - a Kerala style seasoned buttermilk curry usually served cold on top of rice 
mīn-fish in Malayalam 
kācci - type of sickle used to harvest rice 
ari - refers specifically to the raw, unhusked, grains of rice
pātram - a large container
amma- mother in Malayalam 
  

Carol Mathew is an 15-year old Indian writer and highschool student living in Long Island, New
York. She was born in 2006 and writes both creative non-fiction and realistic fiction pieces.
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For Sophie-May - Creative Nonfiction 
By Sanjyokta 'Yukta' Deshmukh

I remember this girl from primary school. Her name was Sophie-May. She was a delight
with pink glitter nails and this is how she would introduce herself, even if nobody had
asked:
‘My name is Sophie-May! It’s May because I was born in May, and it’s Sophie because
my mama likes that name.’
           Little did she know that she was May personified. She was sweet like honeysuckle
and she always smelt of artificial strawberries, the kind in cheap yoghurts and lip balm. I
don’t remember a time I saw her without a faint glimmer of sweat trickling down her
rounded face or a bright red hue spread like jam across her cheeks and seeded freckles.
She was a lemon-scented breeze. She was daffodils and bumblebees. She was a round
beach ball of a girl floating on the tip of a Labrador’s nose. If she were a colour, she’d be
my favourite shade of yellow because she reminds me of sunshine bursting through
square clouds.
           Sophie-May was always picked on for her size and her upturned nose, but she was
a perfect little girl and I only wish she had known. She invited everyone she knew to her
birthday party. Even me. A chubby and obnoxious six-year-old who only spoke to her
once before, earlier that day. As I turned onto the bleak and grey-looking apartment
block, as apprehensive as could be, I saw a grass of shiny confetti green and pink
streamers duct taped to the walls. I saw balloons and children laughing outside. Even our
bullies. This is where I stood on the pavement thinking, ‘Wow! Sophie’s Kingdom’. And
this made me smile. A place where fat kids and brown kids and bullies could get along. A
place where the skies conspired to make themselves glimmer upon her.   
Only she could craft a kingdom this way.
           I didn’t get a chance to speak to her that day amongst the cake and parade and all
the pink. So much pink. But I wish I could have thanked her for everything. Thanked her
for being the winged cherub delivering a glorious snippet of her time. Thanked her for
giving me a place in something so special to her.
           The next day she was gone and I am not sure if she was real or just a figment of
my imagination making me a friend because, like early morning dew, she came and left
without anybody noticing. I did not see her after that. But if she is real, then I hope that
she is okay. I hope that for the rest of her life the skies continue to conspire pink glitter
rays 
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upon her just as they did on that day. I hope that she has everything that could ever make
her happy within and beyond her kingdom. And I hope that life is kind to her, just as she
was to me. 

Sanjyokta 'Yukta' Deshmukh is a twenty-one year old, Welsh-Indian writer and artist
currently studying her Masters. She has previously been published in both print and
online in the likes of Eclectica Magazine, Ayaskala, Ghost Heart Literary, Street Cake
Magazine, The Orange Blush Zine, and more. You can follow her here: @sanjdeshk.
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